Collaboration (Backlash)

This is not your typical rock star romance.
For one, the rock star is a rapper. And not
just any rapper. Trace is the hottest ticket
in the music industry right now, regardless
of which definition of hot you choose.
Taryn Starr is not the girl-next-door who
unknowingly meets a celebrity. Known as
Americas Sweetheart, the reigning country
music princess and world-renowned
superstar knows exactly who Trace isor
does she? Their worlds collide when the
musicians whose paths were never destined
to cross are forced by their joint record
label to collaborate on a song. The sparks
fly and ignite a fire that blazes hotter with
every minute they spend togetherfor better
or worse. One things for certain, the two
media magnets cant deny their explosive
chemistry, but will life in the spotlight
ultimately bring Trace and Taryn together
or force them apart?
***This
contemporary romance new adult novel is
for mature audiences. The language alone
would make a sailor blush (the guys a
rapper, remember?) so 18+ only, please.
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